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FROM THE CHAIRMAN 
Welcome to the latest issue of Elite Soccer. Football 
continues to go through tough times but there’s no 
reason for coaches to forego their development, so 
this month we bring you another five soccer sessions, 
tried and tested on the training ground.

We are pleased to welcome Ryan Giggs back to the 
magazine. Currently the manager of Wales, he has 
shared one of his favourite sessions. It’s built around 
a fast-paced passing game and it will help players 
react to the loss of possession so they can stop their 
opponents scoring. It also works on the team’s ability 
to win the ball and then get a quick shot off.

We’re also delighted to welcome Scottish football 
legend Walter Smith to the pages of Elite Soccer. The 
former Rangers and Scotland manager has shared a 
session that is all about the movement that strikers 
make when attacking a cross. Aware that defenders 
take up specific positions when the ball goes to wider 
areas, his session is all about trying to move them to 
create the space that strikers can capitalise on.

The manager of League Two side Newport County, 
Michael Flynn has penned a series of activities that 
focus on a team’s defensive stability when playing in 
a 4-2-3-1 formation against possession-based teams. 

It also helps players to understand when and how to 
break out quickly from a turnover of possession.

Scarborough Athletic manager, Darren Kelly, has 
come up with a multi-directional session designed 
to work on a team’s use of space and it encourages 
switches of play when in possession of the ball. 

On an attacking theme, former Bristol Rovers and 
Luton Town manager, Paul Buckle, believes that a 

team is at its most dangerous when players can make 
a forward pass to a forward-running team mate and 
his session creates these types of situations time and 
time again.

I hope you find that this month’s soccer sessions 
will help inspire your coaching. We will return next 
month with five brand new training plans.

“Football continues to go through 
tough times but there’s no reason 
for coaches to forego their 
professional development”
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The most decorated player in English football 
history, Ryan Giggs played at Manchester United 
for his entire professional career and won 35 
major trophies: 13 Premier League titles, four 
FA Cups, three League Cups, two Champions 
League titles and one FIFA Club World Cup. He 
also represented Wales on 64 occasions and 
captained the Great Britain football team at the 
2012 Olympics.

His first move into coaching came at the tail 
end of his playing career at Manchester United, 
when he was appointed as a player–coach in 
July 2013. Towards the end of his first season 
in the role, Giggs took charge of the first team 
as interim manager following the departure of 
David Moyes. He oversaw two wins, a draw and 
a defeat in his four games at the helm, and 
he was credited with the promotion of youth 
players to the first team. 

He was subsequently appointed as assistant 
manager to Louis van Gaal, spending two 
seasons in the role before leaving Old Trafford. 
He was appointed manager of Wales in 2018 
and got off to a dream start with the national 
team, recording a 6-0 away win over China. He 
subsequently led Wales to qualification for the 
European Championship finals.

MANAGER PROFILE 

RYAN GIGGS 
WALES

“To make it really engaging 
for the players, I’ve made it a 
competitive game and I like 
to keep score”

SESSION 

QUICK TRANSITIONS
For the team in possession, this session 
is all about keeping the ball by making 
the pitch big and reacting quickly to the 
loss of possession. For the team out of 
possession, it’s about making the pitch 
small and working together to win the 
ball and then trying to score. 

To make it really engaging for the 
players, I’ve made it a competitive game 
and I like to keep score so players know 
who’s winning and who’s losing. 

As a session it also encompasses so 
many other elements needed for match 
day, such as keeping the ball by passing, 
dribbling and working together, and it 
works on reactions and good finishing. 
It is also great for the goalkeepers, who 
have to react quickly and use their feet.

I try to run this session at every Wales 
training camp because there are so 
many things in the practice that I want 
to see players doing in the games. 

After the transition activity, I would 
finish the session with an 11v11 game  
or a small-sided game.

4
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We set up in an area of 25x25 yards. We’re using  
10 outfield players split into two teams of four  
and two neutral floaters. 

The coach starts the practice by playing a ball  
into one of the teams and they must pass to keep 

PASSING PRACTICE

[1]

RYAN GIGGS
QUICK  
TRANSITIONS

hold of possession with the help of the two yellow 
floaters, as shown [1]. 

The other team should press to win the ball when 
out of possession. They become the new passing 
team when there is a turnover of possession.

“When passing the ball, players should be aware of 
the tactics needed to keep possession”

Area:  
Up to 45x15yards
Equipment:  
Balls, bibs, cones, 2 goals
Number of Players:  
Up to 11 players  
+ 2 goalkeepers

Session time:  
Passing practice:  
15mins
Transition game:  
20mins

Set-up

 
Ball movement 
Player movement
Dribble
Optional movement

KEY 

The possession 
team pass to 
keep the ball 
with the help of 
the two yellow 
neutral floaters

Play starts with a 
ball from the coach 

The pressing 
team must try 
to win the ball. 
If they succeed, 
they become 
the new 
passing team

2

1

3
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RYAN GIGGS
QUICK TRANSITIONS

“If the defenders press as a unit and win the ball, 
they have a much better chance of scoring”

We set up in an area of approximately 45x15 yards (or 
from the 18-yard line to the halfway line of the pitch 
with a width of 15 yards). We position a goal and a 
goalkeeper at each end. We’re using 11 outfield players 
split into two teams of five and one neutral floater. 

Play starts with a pass into one of the teams from 
the coach. The team in possession has to keep the 
ball with the help of the yellow floater and the two 
goalkeepers, giving the team an overload of 8v5. They 
must keep hold of the ball for 90 seconds to score a 
point. The defending team must try to win possession 
and if they succeed they should try to score a goal 

in the half where they won the ball, as shown [2a]. If 
they score a goal it is worth one point but we want to 
see the team that lost the ball transition quickly to 
defence and stop the shot if they can.

There is a lot of turnover ball to start with but then 
the coaches intervene. After the initial block of free 
play, we then set up play so the possession team 
makes the pitch big. We do this by getting the players 
to arrange themselves with the floater and one player 
in the centre of the playing area and the other four 
players out wide, with one on each side of each half, 
as shown [2b]. This makes it harder for the defending 

[2a]

[2b]
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1

The possession 
team uses the 
goalkeepers, the 
yellow floater and 
their one remaining 
team mate in the 
centre to help them 
keep the ball and 
switch the playAfter an initial block of free play, set 

up so the possession team makes 
the pitch big by arranging themselves 
with four players out wide 

4

Play starts with 
a pass into one 
of the teams 
from the coach 

The red team in 
possession has 
to keep the ball 
with the help 
of the yellow 
floater and the 
two goalkeepers, 
giving the team an 
overload of 8v5

If the blue defending team wins possession, they 
must try to quickly score in the half where they 
won the ball. A goal is worth one point

The possession 
team scores 
a point if they 
keep the ball 
for 90 seconds

The blue defending 
team presses but 
will now find it 
harder to win the 
ball because the 
passing team are 
more spread out

2

2

1

3
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[2c]

RYAN GIGGS
QUICK TRANSITIONS

COACHING POINTS
What are the key things to look for?
When passing the ball, players should be aware of the 
tactics needed to keep possession, so we show them 
how to make the space bigger. After the initial free 
play period, by splitting the players so there are two 
wide players and the keeper in each half, they can 
learn the importance of switching play through the 
floater and the remaining player in the centre.

We want to see lots of one-twos from the passing 

team. However, if the possession player is free 
and not under pressure we don’t want to see him 
passing to a team mate who is being marked. The 
possession player should wait to be closed down 
and then pass. We also like to see that players can 
dribble out of trouble if the pass is not on.

When out of possession, the defending team should 
work as a unit rather than pressing in ones and twos, 
especially when the ball is played to the keeper. If the 
defenders press as a unit and win the ball, they have 
a much better chance of scoring. On transition, we 
need to see players reacting quickly to get a shot off.

team to press and win the ball because they are more 
spread out.

If the ball goes out of play, the coach plays a new 
ball to the defending team in the half that it goes 
out and they must try to score a goal quickly if they 
can, as shown [2c]. However, if a shot is not on, they 

should look to keep possession of the ball instead.
While the team on the ball is keeping possession, 

the ball can be played directly from keeper to keeper 
only once in each block of 90 seconds, as shown [2d].

We play this game for 20 minutes, in intense blocks 
of 90 seconds with 45 seconds rest.
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If the ball goes out of play, the 
coach plays a new ball to the blue 
defending team in the half it goes out

Play restarts 
with the coach 
passing to the 
red possession 
team

After receiving the 
new ball, they must 
try to score quickly. 
Here they score 
with the help of the 
floater. But if a shot 
is not on, they look 
to keep possession 
instead

After a goal, play 
always restarts 
from the coach. 
Rotate teams so 
all players get 
experience of 
both roles

While trying to 
keep the ball, the 
possession team 
can pass directly 
from goalkeeper 
to goalkeeper only 
once in each block 
of 90 seconds

2

1

3

1

2

[2d]
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As a player Walter Smith was a defender for 
Dundee United and Dumbarton but injury 
meant he moved into a coaching role while 
in his second stint at Dundee United. He also 
took charge of the Scotland U18 and U21 teams 
and was assistant to Scotland manager Alex 
Ferguson at the 1986 World Cup in Mexico.

After a long spell as assistant to Graeme 
Souness at Rangers, in 1991 Smith was promoted 
to the top job and went on to win 13 major 
trophies in seven years, including seven league 
titles in succession. After leaving Rangers at the 
end of the 1997-98 season, he was appointed 
manager of English Premier League club Everton, 
where he spent four seasons. 

Following a brief stint as assistant manager 
to Sir Alex Ferguson at Manchester United, 
where they won the FA Cup together, Smith 
was appointed Scotland manager in December 
2004. He presided over a revival in the country’s 
fortunes, taking the national team 70 places up 
the FIFA World Rankings.

Returning to Rangers in 2007, he won a further 
eight trophies during his second term in charge 
at IBrox and guided the team to the 2008 UEFA 
Cup Final.

MANAGER PROFILE 

WALTER SMITH 
LMA AMBASSADOR

“The players always find this 
session engaging because it’s 
about creating chances and 
scoring goals”

SESSION 

STRIKER MOVEMENT 
FROM A CROSS
This session is all about the movement 
that strikers make when attacking 
a cross. Defenders take up specific 
positions when the ball goes to wider 
areas and this session is about trying to 
move them to create areas that strikers 
can capitalise on.

The session opens with an unopposed 
crossing and finishing activity that 
progresses into a zonal game. It uses the 
same playing area but turns the basic 
drill into a more game-like situation. 

In the zonal game the defenders can 
be coached as well if needed, although 
the main priority remains the movement 
of the strikers. The session is used to 
show players the benefits of working 
with each other to create goal scoring 
opportunities.

The players always find this session 
engaging because it’s about creating 
chances and scoring goals, which most 
players enjoy. We would run the crossing 
and finishing activity twice a week and 
the zonal game once a week.

8
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We set up a playing area as shown: 70 yards in length 
and the full width of the pitch. Three central zones 
are marked out the width of the penalty area. A goal 
and a goalkeeper are positioned at each end.

We’re using 20 outfield players split into two groups 
of 10. Set up as shown with two groups of three 
midfield players taking turns to pass out wide to the 
crosser at each end. After making the first pass, the 

CROSSING AND FINISHING

[1a]

WALTER SMITH
STRIKER MOVEMENT  
FROM A CROSS

starting midfielder then makes a solo forward run to 
join the two strikers in attacking the goal, opposed 
only by the goalkeeper, as shown [1a].

Once the attack has taken place, the midfielder 
rejoins his group back into the central zone and 
another midfielder makes the next starting pass  
to the crosser. They take it in turns to pass to the 
crosser on the left and then the crosser on the right.

Area:  
70 yards x full pitch width
Equipment:  
Balls, bibs, cones,  
2 full size goals
Number of Players:  
Up to 20 players  
+ 2 goalkeepers

Session time:  
Crossing and finishing: 
25mins
Zonal game: 
25mins

Set-up

 
Ball movement 
Player movement
Dribble
Optional movement

KEY 

The crosser 
plays the 
ball into the 
goalmouth 
area where two 
strikers and the 
midfielder try to 
meet the ball

A midfield player 
at each end 
takes a turn to 
pass out wide 
to the crosser 
before making a 
forward run 

Play goes on 
at both ends 
simultaneously

2

1

3
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“The nearest striker to the crosser should go to 
the near post ready to meet the ball”

[1b]

WALTER SMITH
STRIKER MOVEMENT FROM A CROSS

In the diagram [1b], the movement of the two 
strikers and the attacking midfielder is highlighted. 
The nearest striker to the crosser should go to 
the near post ready to meet the cross, the second 
striker should go into the middle of the penalty area 

slightly deeper than the first striker, and the attacking 
midfielder heads to the back post. The attackers 
should communicate with each other so that if one 
drops deeper to pull a defender out of position, 
another one should attack the space vacated. 
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The second  
striker should go 
into the middle of 
the penalty area, 
slightly deeper 
than the first 
striker

The attacking 
midfielder heads 
towards the 
back post

Just the 
movement of 
the attackers 
is shown here. 
The nearest 
striker to the 
cross should 
go to the near 
post 

As an alternative, the red striker has made a 
near post run but then drops deep as if to pull a 
defender out of position and the second striker 
runs into the space created at the near post

2

34

1
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WALTER SMITH
STRIKER MOVEMENT FROM A CROSS

For this zonal game we use the same basic set-up as 
before but now we’re using 16 outfield players split 
into two teams of eight, plus one goalkeeper for 
each team. Each of the three central zones contains 
two players from each team. Both teams also have 
one crosser in each wide channel at the end they  
are attacking. 

Play starts from the goalkeeper and as in the 
previous crossing and finishing drill, the midfielder 
must pass to the wide player who crosses the ball 
into the strikers. All players are locked in their zones 

apart from the wide player on the opposite side of the 
pitch to the crosser and he can join the strikers in the 
penalty area to make it a 3v2 attack, as shown [2a].

How do I progress the activity?
We use the same basic set-up but now we introduce 
an extra defender to each team. In this progression, 
one of the three defenders can now go and challenge 
the crosser in the wide zone and try to win the ball or 
block the cross, as shown [2b].

After a few weeks we’d take away the cones and 
markers and play this as a game, albeit keeping the 
same area size and with players in the same positions 
and still with the emphasis on striker movement.

[2a]

[2b]
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ZONAL GAME

“After a few 
weeks of 

practice we 
would take 
away the 

cones and 
markers 

and play as 
a game”

3

1

Now one of the 
defenders is free to 
enter the wide zone 
and challenge the 
crosser. He should 
try to win the ball 
or block the cross 
but here the winger 
beats him

In this progression, 
we introduce an 
extra defender to 
each team, so there 
are three

4

Play starts from 
the goalkeeper 
and builds up 
from the back

The midfielder 
plays the ball to 
the wide player 

The wide player 
crosses the ball into 
the goalmouth area

All players are locked 
in their zones apart 
from the wide player 
who is not crossing 
and he can join the 
two strikers in the 
penalty area to make 
it a 3v2 attack

2

2

1
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Manager of League Two side Newport County, 
Michael Flynn enjoyed four separate spells 
at the club as a player. Starting his coaching 
career while still playing for the club, he served 
as academy director before taking on his first 
management role as player-manager of Undy 
Athletic in the Welsh league in 2015.

He returned to Newport County as first-team 
coach just months later and in March 2017 he 
was appointed caretaker manager, with Newport 
11 points adrift at the bottom of League Two. 
Flynn led the team to Football League survival, 
avoiding relegation with a win in the final match 
of the campaign.

He was appointed Newport manager on a 
permanent basis in May 2017 and led the club on 
an FA Cup run that saw the team defeat Leeds 
United and take Spurs to a replay at Wembley. 
The following season, Flynn led Newport on 
another impressive FA Cup run, beating Premier 
League Leicester City and Championship side 
Middlesbrough before losing to Manchester City. 
He also led Newport to the 2019 EFL League 
Two play-off final.

MANAGER PROFILE 

MICHAEL FLYNN 
NEWPORT COUNTY

“When breaking out of our 
defensive stability, pace and 
precision are the weapons”

SESSION 

BREAKING OUT 
FROM DEFENSIVE 
STABILITY
This session is about defensive stability 
when playing in a 4-2-3-1 formation 
against possession-based teams, with 
a focus on breaking out quickly from a 
turnover of possession. It also looks at 
dealing with pressure, particularly when 
playing away from home.

The ability to counter-attack with 
pace and quality comes with good 
defensive stability and shouldn’t be 
something that compromises team 
shape, especially with a twin defensive 
screen. Players get their buy in with 
delay tactics and risk-over-reward 
methods that are always a huge part 
of our training programme. We have 
won many games with less possession 
and generated far greater chances for 
than chances against. Crucially, after 
running this session the players have 
the confidence to demonstrate a ‘tough 
to beat’ intelligence that has been key 
to our performances at Newport for 
several years.

Our ‘break out’ strategy has evolved 
over time (something that managers 
don’t always seem to get), but its key 
component is all about quickly getting 
the ball to our ball carriers. These 
are defined as players able to cope in 
tight situations and they frequently 
demonstrate the ability to succeed in 
1v1 situations.

When breaking out of our defensive 
stability, pace and precision are the 
main weapons. We need to ensure the 
break out is direct and towards goal so 
that we don’t lose momentum.

12
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We set up a playing area divided into three zones, as 
shown [1], with a goal and a goalkeeper at each end. 
We’re using 12 outfield players split into two teams 
of six. Each team is set up in a defensive 2-3-1 shape 
and we play a 6v6 game plus goalkeepers. 

When the opposition plays out from the back, the 
attacker from the out of possession team drops off 
into the central zone to keep shape. If the defending 
team wins the ball, they can create a 3v2 or a 4v2 in 
the attacking zone.

The key points for the defending team are…

DEFENSIVE STABILITY FROM THE FRONT

[1]

MICHAEL FLYNN
BREAKING OUT  
FROM DEFENSIVE  
STABILITY
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•  The first defender should try to show the 
opposition one way.

•  The defenders in behind should try to show the 
opposition inside.

•  The central defenders defend the ball and stay 
goal side.

The defending team should look to intercept the ball 
or force a mistake. After winning the ball, they should 
counter-attack by running or passing forwards. We 
also want to see supporting players threatening in 
behind by making overlapping runs with pace.

Area:  
Up to three-quarters of a 
pitch
Equipment:  
Balls, bibs, cones, 
mannequins, 2 small goals,  
2 full size goals

Number of Players:  
Up to 19 outfield players  
+ 2 goalkeepers
Session time:  
From the front: 20mins
Stop the switch of play: 20mins
11v11 game: 20mins
Breaking out: 20mins

Set-up

 
Ball movement 
Player movement
Dribble
Optional movement

KEY 

Each team is set up in a 
defensive 2-3-1 shape. 
Play starts with a pass 
out from the keeper

When the blue 
defenders have the 
ball, the red attacker 
drops into the central 
zone to keep shape

When the reds win 
the ball, they counter-
attack in a 3v2 or 4v2

The supporting reds 
make overlapping 
runs to threaten the 
blue defence

1

2

3

4
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[2a]

[2b]
DENY THE 
SWITCH

MICHAEL FLYNN
BREAKING OUT FROM DEFENSIVE STABILITY

We set up a playing area on three-quarters of a pitch 
(or 70 yards long and full width) with a full size goal 
at one end and two small goals at the other end. We 
position one goalkeeper at each end. The keeper at 
the end with the two goals must defend both.

We’re using 19 outfield players split into a red team 
of nine outfield players who attack the two small 
goals, and a blue team of 10 outfield players who 
attack the main goal with an overload, as shown [2a]. 
The reds are set up in as if they were in a 4-2-3-1 

STOPPING THE SWITCH OF PLAY
formation but minus the striker and the blues are set 
up in a 4-3-3 formation.

The objectives for the red team are to defend 
narrow and stop the switch of play – and if they can’t, 
they should delay the first contact. 

As shown in the first phase of play [2b], the reds use 
good movement off the ball to deny the switch of play. 

As shown in the second phase of play [2c], the reds 
use good movement off the ball to force the play 
backwards.
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The reds have 9 
outfield players. They 
attack the two small 
goals and are set up 
in a 4-2-3-1 but minus 
the striker

The blues have 10 
outfield players. They 
are set up in a 4-3-3 
and attack the main 
goal with an overload

The reds use good 
movement to deny the 
switch. Here the blue 
CDM drops to receive 
from the FB but the 
red 10 presses, forcing 
the ball back to where 
it came from

The red right FB is 
ready to press the blue 
left winger should a 
pass be made

The red CM comes 
across to block the 
passing channel

The red right 
winger presses 
the blue left FB

The red left winger 
tucks in to press the 
attacking blue CM and 
cover the blue right FB

The red left FB 
tucks in to cover 
any switch of play

The blue team’s 
keeper has to 
defend both 
small goals

The reds should defend 
narrow and stop the 
switch of play. Here they 
intercept the ball when 
it’s switched and launch 
a counter-attack

3

1

1

3

4

2

5

6

2
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MICHAEL FLYNN
BREAKING OUT FROM DEFENSIVE STABILITY

11v11 GAME

[3]

Using the same set up as shown in the previous 
activity, we add the striker back into the team set up 

in a 4-2-3-1 formation and play an 11v11 game, putting 
all the coaching points into action, as shown [3].
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[2c]
FORCING 
DIRECTION 
OF PLAY

“When out of possession we want to see players defending  
narrow and recognising they should stop split passes”

The red CDMs block 
the passing channels 
to the blue striker

The red 10 presses 
near to the blue CM 
when he receives, 
forcing him to pass 
backwards and 
preventing a switch 
or forward play

The reds use good 
movement off the 
ball to force the play 
backwards. The red 
right FB presses the 
blue left winger as 
soon as he receives

The red left winger tucks in 
to be ready to press the blue 
CM or block the blue right FB

Play an 11v11 game 
and put all the 
coaching points into 
action. The reds 
attack the two small 
goals and are set up 
in a 4-2-3-1.

The blues are set 
up in a 4-3-3 and 
attack the main 
goal

The reds use 
good off the ball 
movement to press 
the blues and 
force them to play 
backwards so they 
can intercept

1

2
3

4

1 2
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BREAKING OUT FROM DEFENSIVE STABILITY

[4a]

MICHAEL FLYNN
BREAKING OUT FROM DEFENSIVE STABILITY

This activity is aimed at teaching the players to 
understand when and how to play through, around 
or over the opposition based on the type of pressure 
applied. It also teaches players to understand when 
and how to combine, create and finish in the attacking 
third of the pitch.

We set up as shown on three quarters of a pitch 
with a goal and a goalkeeper at each end and we 
place four mannequins on each side of a central box, 
as shown. Either side of the central box is a 10-yard 
channel and a penalty area.

We’re using 19 outfield players split into three teams 
of six and a neutral yellow floater who plays for the 

team in possession. The reds and the blues go up 
against each other, set up with a 3v3 in each half of 
the central box and with the yellow floater positioned 
between the two halves, while the third team (the 
whites) are positioned around the edge of the central 
box as shown. The players are locked in their areas.

Play starts with a pass from the coach to one of the 
teams in the central box who must make seven passes 
using the help of any of the players on their team plus 
the floater and the outside players before being freed 
up to play a through ball into the opposition penalty 
area, as shown [4a]. A team mate should run onto the 
through ball and take a shot at goal.
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Play starts with a pass 
from the coach to one 
of the teams in the 
central box. Here he 
passes to the blues  

The possession 
team must make 
seven passes in 
the central box 
with the help of 
the yellow floater 
in the middle and 
any of the white 
outside players

The reds and the blues go up 
against each other with one 
ball. There’s a 3v3 in each half 
of the central box. The players 
are locked in their areas

After making 
seven passes the 
possession team 
can play a through 
ball into the 
opposition penalty 
area for a team 
mate to run onto

1

2

3
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MICHAEL FLYNN
BREAKING OUT FROM DEFENSIVE STABILITY
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At the same moment the through ball is played, the 
out of possession team receives another ball from 
the coach in the central area at the other end so they 
can play a through ball straight away and have a go at 
finishing as well, as shown [4b].

During the possession phase in the central box, if 
the ball is passed to one of the wide players outside, 
they can combine with any player before they put a 
cross in for a runner to shoot from, as shown [4c]. 
In this instance, the player is not restricted by the 
seven-pass trigger, just by the combination rule.

When in possession we want to see teams playing 
through, around or over. When out of possession we 
want to see them defending narrow and recognising 
they should stop split passes, forcing the play wide 
and protecting the space behind.

When attacking we want to see that teams 
understand how and when to combine in order to 
create scoring chances. When in possession in the 
final third they should attack with width and depth 
and when out of possession they should protect the 
middle, force play wide and prevent crosses.

The reds can play 
a through ball 
straight away 
and have a go 
at finishing too, 
so there is the 
potential for a 
goal at each end

The blue attacker runs onto 
the throughball and finishes. 
But as soon as the blues have 
played the through ball, the 
reds receive another ball from 
the coach in the central box 
at the other end 

[4b]

“We want to see players defending 
successfully in 1v1s, showing opponents 

away from goal and blocking shots”

2

1
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COACHING POINTS
What are the key things to look for?
In our initial defensive stability phase, we are 
constantly looking for defenders to work hard: 
defending successfully in 1v1s, showing opponents 
away from goal, blocking shots, and playing forward 
with weight. We also want to see a good use of the 
body, the back four defending as a unit, smart cover 
positioning, good communication and an eye on who 
can deal with the greatest danger. 

For midfielders, we want to see a blocking 
screen, with players pivoting across when needed, 
pressing, covering and stopping any split passes 
that may break our back four and midfield units 
apart. There must be front-foot interceptions when 

breaking out and quick counter-attacking on the 
turnover of possession.

For our striker, it’s a case of dealing with the deep 
central midfielder, with a condition to stop switches 
of play in order to help team mates adjust in behind 
and gain healthy starting positions quickly. We also 
want to see availability on regaining possession, as 
the first pass is crucial to retaining the play and it is 
important that the next movement should be forward. 

Players capable of taking opponents on are pivotal 
to the break out succeeding and the knock on 
effect will be to reorganise as a team defensively 
whilst in break out mode. 

These sessions are designed to extend and over-
exaggerate aspects of team defending. Therefore, it 
is important to finish with a game situation to test 
the team’s understanding.
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If the ball is passed to a wide 
outside player, he can combine with 
a player from the possession team 
before putting a cross in, even if 
they haven’t made seven passes

A runner can 
break out of the 
central box to 
meet the cross 
and shoot

[4c]

MICHAEL FLYNN
BREAKING OUT FROM DEFENSIVE STABILITY

1

2
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As a player Darren Kelly was a defender whose 
clubs included Derry City, Carlisle United and 
York City. He also represented Northern Ireland 
at U21 level, winning 11 caps. 

A UEFA Pro licensed football coach, Darren 
started his coaching career with a spell at York 
City and as a youth development phase coach 
at Sunderland. He was appointed manager of 
League One club Oldham Athletic in May 2015.

After a short spell managing Halifax Town, 
in March 2016 he took on the challenge of 
relegation-threatened Hyde United in the 
Northern Premier League Premier Division. 

Although unable to save Hyde from relegation 
in his short stint as caretaker manager, he was 
subsequently appointed boss on a permanent 
basis and went on to lead the team to 
promotion in his first full season in charge.

He was appointed manager of Northern 
Premier League club Scarborough Athletic  
in December 2019.

MANAGER PROFILE 

DARREN KELLY 
SCARBOROUGH 
ATHLETIC

“I have found that the players 
benefit hugely from using  
these activities”

SESSION 

USE OF SPACE AND 
SWITCHING PLAY
Every session that I do I try to make 
it realistic to the game. This is a multi-
directional session designed to work 
on the use of space and encourage 
switches of play when in possession 
of the ball.

I really like this practice and in the 
past I have seen it used on several 
occasions by different coaches. 

Having adapted the session by adding 
my own little twist, I have changed it 
for my own needs. When running it with 
my own groups I have found that the 
players benefit hugely from using these 
activities.

As we only train two nights per 
week at Scarborough, I would use this 
session on a Tuesday and make it a 
compensation load with the idea of 
working on a tactical topic without the 
need to worry about specific positions 
or situations that might apply on the 
weekend.

19
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We set up a playing area of 40x30 yards divided 
into four 15x15-yard corner boxes and one 10x15-
yard central box, as shown. We’re using 20 outfield 
players, split into five teams of four. Each of the four 
corner boxes contains one possession team and the 
players in the fifth team act as defenders and start 
in the central box.

The coach starts play by passing the ball into  
one of the corner boxes, where the receiving team 
passes between themselves to keep possession. 
One defender enters the active corner box from 

SWITCHING PLAY RONDOS

[1a]

DARREN KELLY
USE OF SPACE AND 
SWITCHING PLAY
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the central box and tries to win the ball and clear  
it out of play.

The four possession players must complete a 
minimum of five passes before being allowed to 
transfer the ball into a different box, as shown 
[1a]. The defending team must try to intercept the 
ball as quickly as possible and if the possession 
players manage to transfer the ball to a new box, 
play continues in the same manner with the new 
possession team passing and a different defender 
being sent into that box to try to win the ball.

Area:  
Up to 60x40 yards
Equipment:  
Balls, bibs, cones,  
2 full size goals
Number of Players:  
Up to 20 players  
+ 2 goalkeepers

Session time:  
Switching play rondos: 
20mins
Possession practice: 
25mins
Small-sided game: 
25mins

Set-up

 
Ball movement 
Player movement
Dribble
Optional movement

KEY 
The coach starts by playing the ball 
into one of the corner boxes, where the 
receiving team passes to keep possession

One defender enters the active corner 
box from the central box and tries to 
win the ball and clear it out of play

The four possession 
players must complete 
five passes under 
pressure from the 
defender before they 
can transfer the ball 
into a different box

Play continues 
with the new 
possession team 
passing in the 
new box and one 
defender being 
sent in to try to 
win the ball

4

1

2

3
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“To progress the activity we can vary the conditions between 
one-touch and two-touch to to alter the level of difficulty”

[1b]

DARREN KELLY 
USE OF SPACE AND SWITCHING PLAY
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We play for 20 minutes, rotating teams every two 
or three minutes. To add a competitive element to 
the activity, we count the number of transfers made 
before an interception occurs, therefore identifying 
the two defending teams with the most transfers 
conceded as the losing teams. 

We progress the session by increasing the level 
of difficulty for the passing team by allowing two 

defenders to enter the active possession box to win 
the ball, as shown [1b].

To progress the session further, we can vary the 
conditions between one-touch and two-touch to 
alter the level of difficulty and to increase the quality 
required from the switches of play. We could also 
offer extra rewards if successfully transferring the  
ball to the square diagonally opposite.

Progress the session by allowing 
two defenders to enter the active 
possession box from the central 
box to win the ball

1
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DARREN KELLY 
USE OF SPACE AND SWITCHING PLAY

POSSESSION PRACTICE

[2]

“Players must communicate with one another and organise well, so they 
are aware of the positions of their team mates and opponents”
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We set up a playing area of 30x30 yards divided 
into four 15x15-yard boxes. We’re using 18 outfield 
players split into two teams of eight players plus two 
floaters, who play for the team in possession. 

This is a multi-directional possession practice. 
The team in possession must use the space wisely 
to keep possession, with the idea of creating an 

opportunity to switch the ball from box to box, as 
shown [2]. 

Teams can score an extra point for completing four 
passes in the same box before switching the play. 
There is no restriction on player movement although 
we would limit the number of players in each square  
if the possession team was struggling.

The red 
possession team 
must use the 
space wisely to 
keep the ball and 
create chances 
to switch play 
from box to 
box. There is no 
restriction on 
movement

The two yellow 
floaters play for the 
team in possession

The blues press to  
win the ball and if they 
succeed they become 
the new passing team

Teams can score a point for completing 
four passes in the same box before 
switching the play

4
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COACHING POINTS
What are the key things to look for?
In the first two activities we are looking for players 
to use a quality pass, good movement, and create 
good angles of support so that players can transfer 
the ball from box to box. 

Players must communicate with one another and 
organise well, so they are aware of the positions of 
their team mates and opponents. 

The players must also be alert to turnovers of 
possession, reacting quickly whether they are near 
to the ball or in a different area.

What are the typical mistakes players might 
make and how do I avoid them?
Typical mistakes include poor passing, both in 
terms of short and long passing. Mistakes also 
include poor angles of support, and poor awareness 
and positioning. Players can also be caught flat-
footed and not reactive to the play around them.

SMALL-SIDED GAME

[3]

DARREN KELLY 
USE OF SPACE AND SWITCHING PLAY
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We set up a playing area of 60x40 yards divided into 
two halves with  a pair of back-to-back goals in the 
centre on the halfway line, as shown [3]. Each of the 
goals has a goalkeeper in a box that the other players 
must not enter. We’re using 18 outfield players split 
into three teams of six.

Two of the teams compete for possession inside the 
area, with a third team used as floaters and spaced 
out around the outside of the area. The floaters play 
for the team in possession. The players of both teams 
inside the area are free to move wherever they like, 
but to be able to score or attack one of the goals, the 

team in possession must switch the play from one 
half to the other at least once.

To manufacture certain situations, a restriction on 
the number of touches can be enforced. For instance, 
by going all in we would be trying to manufacture 1v1s 
inside the area; if we limited players to two touches, 
we would be looking for switches of play coming from 
wide; and if restricting players to one-touch, we would 
be encouraging players to support on the inside.

We want to see players adopting a good team shape 
and an organised balance in order to use the available 
space cleverly.

Two teams compete for possession 
inside the area. Here it’s the reds 
and the blues 

1

The yellow floaters 
around the outside 
play for the team in 
possession

2

To score or attack 
the goals, the team 
in possession must 
switch the play 
from one half to 
the other at least 
once in the build up

3
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Paul Buckle began his coaching career as 
a player-coach at Exeter City before being 
appointed manager of Conference Premier side 
Torquay United in 2007. He took Torquay to the 
2008 FA Trophy Final and helped the club return 
to the Football League via the play-offs the 
following year.

He subsequently enjoyed a stint as manager 
of Bristol Rovers, before taking charge of Luton 
Town in April 2012 and leading the club to the 
Conference Premier play-off final at Wembley.

Moving to the USA, he was appointed technical 
director of the Met Oval in New York in 2013. 
After a spell in charge of Cheltenham Town in 
League Two, he returned to the USA to become 
head coach of Sacramento Republic. 

He was subsequently appointed assistant 
manager of Southampton’s U23 team, before 
serving as a technical advisor at Hartford 
Athletic of the USL and as technical advisor  
to Landon Donovan at San Diego Loyal.

MANAGER PROFILE 

PAUL BUCKLE 
LMA AMBASSADOR

“This session takes away 
backward and square passes 
until players enter the final 
third of the pitch”

SESSION 

THINK FORWARD 
AND PLAY FORWARD
In possession, a team is at its most 
dangerous when a player can make a 
forward pass to a team mate running in 
a forward direction. This session creates 
many of these types of situations.

Players are challenged to think quickly 
right from the goalkeeper, launching 
counter-attacks by getting the ball up 
to the strikers as soon as possible by 
building play. To do this, we restrict the 
possession players to making forward 
passes only. This promotes good positive 
positional sense and gets the players 
thinking forwards before all else. 

This session takes away backward  
and square passes until players enter 
the final third. I like this because it 
takes the players out of their comfort 
zones and pushes them to be positive 
and creative. When players are on the 
ball, support play from their team mates 
is crucial in this conditioned game.

When I’m working with senior pros 
I will use this session close to match 
day because it is fast and demanding on 
the mind, which I feel is beneficial for 
players and schools them in what the 
game will demand. With development 
players I will use it more often, because 
taking up the correct positions in the 
game is crucial for their development.

24
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We set up an area of 70x50 yards including an 18-yard 
free play zone at each end. We also position a goal 
and a goalkeeper at each end. We’re using 20 outfield 
players split into two teams of 11 including keepers. 
Both teams are set up in a 4-3-3 formation.

Play starts and restarts with a pass out from the 
goalkeeper. The team in possession must play every 

SMALL-SIDED GAME

[1]

PAUL BUCKLE
THINK FORWARD 
AND PLAY FORWARD
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pass in a forward direction until they reach the free 
play zone at the opposite end, where they can then 
pass sideways or backwards and make cutbacks, as 
shown [1]. 

Throw-ins can go backwards or forwards but there 
are no corners in this game. Instead, the ball should 
be returned to goalkeeper to restart play.

Area:  
Up to full size pitch
Equipment:  
Balls, bibs, cones, 2 full 
size goals
Number of Players:  
20 players + 2 goalkeepers

Session time:  
Small-sided game: 
20mins
Full pitch game: 
25mins

Set-up

 
Ball movement 
Player movement
Dribble
Optional movement

KEY 

Here the keeper 
starts play by 
passing wide to 
5, who passes 
out to 2. Until 
they reach the 
opposite end 
zone every pass 
must be played 
forwards

While the ball progresses up 
the pitch on the right, 3 and 11 
advance up the pitch on the left

When the 
striker 9 
advances 
into the free 
play zone 
he can play 
backwards or 
sideways. Here 
he cuts the 
ball back to 8, 
who scores

In the midfield 8 and 7 move forward into 
attacking positions and the ball is played 
into the run of 7, who passes to striker 9

1

2

3
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[2]

PAUL BUCKLE
THINK FORWARD AND PLAY FORWARD1
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Next we play an 11v11 game on a full size pitch with 
the same conditions as used previously but now with 
more space for the teams to play in. We mark 30-yard 

FULL PITCH GAME
free play zones at each end, which again is the only 
area of the pitch where players can pass sideways or 
backwards and make cutbacks, as shown [2].

COACHING POINTS
What are the key things to look for?
One of the key things to look for in this session 
is an awareness of space, with players making 
the pitch as big as possible with good off the ball 
supporting movement.

I want to see players getting on the blind side of 
their marker, trying to arrive in front of the marker 
but facing forwards. Players should also break lines 
with fast forward runs.

If trapped with the ball when facing their own goal 
and they can’t turn, I want to see players use a trick 
or skill to beat their opponent and continue to move 
in a forward direction.

The team without the ball should press high or 
defend in a low block, as this keeps it realistic and 
presents different scenarios for the attacking team. 

You really do get to see the intelligence of the 
player develop in this session plus it also helps 
underline the importance of positional play. The 
speed of thought used in this session is fantastic 
and the players really enjoy the challenge.

Play an 11v11 game on a full size 
pitch with the same conditions but 
with more space. Play always starts 
and restarts from the keeper 

Play must go forwards until 
in the free play zones at each 
end, where players can pass 
backwards or sideways

2

1
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I’ve always really admired the ability of coaches to 
observe the minutiae of the game – to see the tiny 
performance details that matter. A slight shift of 
positioning here, a small covering of space there.  
The fine margins between success and failure can 
indeed be miniscule.

As a sport psychologist my observational skills 
aren’t redundant, but they probably come second 
to another vital sensory ability: the capacity to 
listen. Words and their meaning, sentences and their 
interpretation are my primary stock-in-trade.

Having spent the last decade and a half working 
with professional football clubs, I’ve come to learn 
some of the language patterns that footballers 
tend to exhibit in the lead up to a match. Their 
conversations matter and what they say counts. It’s 
worth listening to them as they can indicate feelings 
of anxiety or feelings of confidence.

Anxious players tend to talk about, and emphasise, 
the things they can’t control, such as how good the 
opposition is, who’s going to be refereeing, or how 
important the game is. In contrast, confident players 
tend to be more considerate of the things they can 
control – primarily themselves, their strengths, their 
mentality and the responsibilities within their role.

Anxious players tend to focus on what they don’t 
want, whereas confident players will always talk  
about what they do want:

•  “I don’t want to concede” vs “I’m going to keep a 
clean sheet on Saturday”.

•  “I can’t afford to have a bad game this week” vs 
“What does an awesome performance look like?”.

•  “This winger is so quick, just don’t give away too 
many free-kicks” vs “This winger is quick. Okay, 
let’s just focus on being aggressive and confident 
in my 1v1s”.

THE LANGUAGE OF  
HIGH PERFORMANCE
SPORT PSYCHOLOGIST DAN ABRAHAMS DISCUSSES THE IMPORTANCE OF 
LISTENING TO WHAT PLAYERS ARE SAYING AND THE WAY THEY SAY IT

SPORT PSYCHOLOGY
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In sport psychology we call this an approach focus 
vs avoidant focus. Players who use the language of 
‘approach’ (what they do want) rather than ‘avoidant’ 
(what they don’t want) tend to give themselves a 
better chance to compete in their best mental state 
come kick-off.

Finally, as you may have noticed from the contents 
of the dialogues above, confident players tend to use 
energising, emotive words, while anxious players use 
de-energising, destructive words. Confident players 
use words such as aggressive, alert, alive, lively, 
sharp, dominant, commanding and demanding. These 
exciting, action-based words help ready them for the 
battle ahead. You just don’t hear these types of words 
from anxious players.

So, in summary, the language of high performance is:
• Focused on the ‘controllables’.
• Focused on what a player wants (approach).
• Focused on energising, action-based words.

The great news is that if you can’t hear the language 
players are using, you can often detect what they’ve 
been saying (to themselves and to others) by the way 
they hold themselves, in how they present themselves, 
in the energy they bring to the training ground. 

If you’re noticing a bit of anxiety emanating from 
a player, then engage them in conversation and help 
them to talk the language of high performance. This 
includes helping them to direct their dialogue onto 
the things they can control rather than the things 
they can’t, onto what they want rather than what they 
don’t want, and onto words that energise, rather than 
de-energise.

All this is easy to dismiss because it can feel a 
far cry from the match day pitch. But I urge you to 

consider all of those marginal gains. The words and 
the sentences that pass the lips of your players 
count. Listen carefully to them, listen to the small 
details. Listen closely, just as you’d observe them 
closely. Listen to their words, just as you’d observe 
their positioning. Listen to their sentences, just as 
you’d observe their movements. Detect the impact of 
their language, just as you’d detect the impact of your 
team’s shape. What players are saying in the lead up 
to a game can be the difference between an anxious 
performance and a confident one.

SPORT PSYCHOLOGY

“Confident players use 
energising, emotive 
words, while anxious 

players use de-energising, 
destructive words”
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CHRIS HUGHTON
“I had over 16 years’ experience as an assistant and 
first-team coach before I got my first management 
job, so I was probably better prepared than many 
managers. However, it’s still so different when you 
become the manager and you have to make decisions 
you didn’t have to make before. 

I was lucky early on because we were winning 
games, but there were also very difficult periods. 
During those times, it becomes so much harder to 
cope; you have to work so much harder at dealing 
with the pressure.

Even though you may wake up on Monday morning 
still feeling down about the weekend’s result, you 
know you can’t let those around you see it. You mask 
it to give the impression that you’ve got it out of your 
system and are looking ahead to the next challenge, 
to training and planning for the next game.

DEALING WITH 
THE TOUGH TIMES

At any stage in your career there will be an element 
of masking your real thoughts and emotions, but 
over the course of your career you learn to cope 
with your emotions better. I’m at a stage of my 
career now where I’m more able to roll with the 
disappointments, accept them and move on. 

That partly comes from experience. The more 
situations you find yourself in the more you feel you 
can handle the next one and, over time, you devise 
mechanisms to help you do that.”
Chris Hughton has managed at many clubs, including 
Newcastle United, Norwich city and Brighton.

IN AN EXTRACT FROM THE LMA MENTAL HEALTH AND RESILIENCE GUIDE, 
FOUR LEADING COACHES DISCUSS HOW THEY HAVE MANAGED TO COPE 
WITH THE TOUGH TIMES OF TOP LEVEL FOOTBALL MANAGEMENT

MANAGEMENT MATTERS

TANYA OXTOBY
“Management can be a very lonely place. Everyone 
is on your side when you’re winning, but when things 
aren’t going your way you learn quite quickly who 
your friends really are and who has your back.

Over the past year, however, I’ve learned that 
you’re only as isolated as you allow yourself to be. 
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MANAGEMENT MATTERS
DEALING WITH THE TOUGH TIMES

You have to let people in as much as you can. Don’t 
shut down; use the people you trust, the ones you 
know are there for you during bad times as well as 
good and, in particular, other managers in the game.

It has been overwhelming to me how many people 
in and around the women’s game have reached out to 
me with support over the past year. I’ve learned that 
if you’re willing to open yourself up and let people in 
there are many people out there willing to help, many 
of whom will have been through something similar in 
their careers.”
Tanya Oxtoby has managed Nottingham Forest and is 
currently the manager of Bristol City in the WSL.

NIGEL ADKINS
“It’s really important to make the best use of any 
time out of work that you have, doing the things you 
might not have so much time for when you’re working 
and to refresh yourself ready to go again. There are 
so many things you can do to ensure that when you 
do go back to work you’re even better equipped to 
survive and succeed.

I try to stay abreast of the latest trends, watch 
loads of football, I’m an ambassador for the Football 
Foundation and a few charities, and I support 
other coaches and attend as many masterclasses, 
workshops and learning opportunities as I can. It all 
keeps me stimulated and learning and improving.

What’s more, by creating more balance in your life 
you can help to safeguard your mental wellbeing, so 
you’re more mentally prepared when you return to 
work. I love to spend time outside, play golf and go 
for long walks; it keeps the mind and body active. 

It’s good to have a hobby away from the sport. When 
you’re working, everyone wants to speak to you and 
you need to engage with everyone, but sometimes 
you need a little private time to think clearly.

You have to work pretty hard if you want to be 
successful and be passionate about what you do, but 
it’s also really important to be aware of how much is 
too much.”
Nigel Adkins has managed numerous clubs including 
Southampton and Sheffield United. He was most 
recently manager of Hull City.

GARETH AINSWORTH
“You can’t put a price on things like family and 
health. It’s really important to remember that and to 
recognise what you have away from the profession. It 
takes the pressure off when you have stability in your 
life that isn’t affected by football.

While I love football management and want to 
be successful at it, I need a break sometimes. It’s 
good to have other interests. I love music and being 

with the band takes me away from 
thinking about work, as does being 
with people who are neither involved 
with football nor are in the public eye. 
Singing with the band is the biggest 

release, because the only thing on my mind 
is getting the lyrics or the tune right. Football is 

a bubble, and while it’s a great bubble to be in and 
one you have to embrace, you can’t let it take over.

People compare themselves to others and worry. 
You have to look at yourself sometimes and say, 
I’ve done pretty well to be where I am, because this 
world isn’t easy. 

If you can look in the mirror at the end of the 
day and know that you did your best and treated 
everyone well, what more can you do?”
Gareth Ainsworth enjoyed two spells as caretaker 
manager of QPR and has managed Wycombe 
Wanderers since 2012.

“It’s really important to 
make the best use of 
any time out of work 
that you have”
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“I wish I’d had it when I started coaching”
Sir Alex Ferguson

“A fantastic magazine”
Arsène Wenger

“l look forward to receiving every issue”
Jose̓  Mourinho

WIN BETTER
THE WORLD'S MOST EXTENSIVE LIBRARY OF PROFESSIONAL 

COACHING SESSIONS AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

elitesoccercoaching.net 

CELEBRATING 10 YEARS AS THE COACHES’ CHOICE
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